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Description

OPTICAL FIBER EVALUATION METHOD AND SYSTEM

The present invention relates to a method and an apparatus for evaluating distribution of various properties

of an optical fiber along its longitudinal direction such as optical loss in the optical fiber (optical attenuation),

5 relative refractive index difference between core and cladding, core diameter, variation in stresses applied to

the optical fiber and influence of temperature change on the optical fiber.

As means for determining distribution of the loss of an optical fiber along its longitudinal direction, there has

been proposed optical time domain reflectometry (hereinafter referred to as "OTDR") in which Rayleigh

back-scattered light generated in an optical fiber is detected (see, for instance, M K, Barnoski et al., Appl. Opt.,

10 1977, Vol. 16, pp. 2375-2379, "Optical time domain reflectometer"). This method has been improved over 10

years since it was proposed and at present becomes an indispensable technique for the installation of an

optical communication network and for the maintenance thereof. There has also been proposed an optical

frequency-domain reflectometry (hereinafter referred to as "OFDR") in which Rayleigh back-scattered light is

analyzed in frequency domain, while the OTDR method analyzes it in time domain (see, for instance, F P

15 Kapron et al. f
Tech. Digest of IOOC'81, 1981, p. 106, "Aspect of optical frequency-domain reflectometry").

These OTDR and OFDR methods have almost reached the stage of completion.

However, since the strength of the back-scattered light is very weak, it is substantially difficult to increase

precision of its measurement even if the signal to noise ratio is improved with a device such as an averaging

device

20 Typical value of measurable one-way optical loss of commercially available OTDR apparatuses is about 20

dB when the input optical power within the test fiber is about 1 mW; the distance resolution is 100 m (optical

pulse width = 1 microsecond) and the average processing time is in the order of one minute. In order to

extend the dynamic range (i, e., measurable maximum optical attenuation of an optical fiber), it is required to

employ large-scale high power lasers, represented by YAG lasers, and/or to make a sacrifice of the spatial

25 resolution and/or measurement time.
.

Furthermore, the amount of lights reflected at the light input endface of the test fiber or connectors in the

optical transmission line is greater than Rayleigh scattered light by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude and this results

in saturation phenomenon of a photo detector. For this reason, a back-scattered light cannot be measured

over a certain distance ahead of the reflection point and thus a so-called dead zone is formed.

30 An attempt for determining stresses in an optical fiber was reported by M.C. Farries et al., where they

observed Raman scattering amplification in an optical fiber when two lights having different wavelengths are

counterpropagated in the fiber (Tech. digest in OFS (Symposium of Optical Fiber Sensing) '84,
pp.

J2VI32,

entitled "DISTRIBUTED SENSING USING STIMULATED RAMAN INTERACTION IN A MONOMODE OPTICAL

FIBRE") by M. C. Farries et al. Although, in this report, the signal waveform change due to stress is recognized,

35 there is no quantitative relationship between the stress and the waveform change and it failed to locate the

position at which the stress is applied. This is because the technique in above mentioned report utilizes the

polarization effect on Raman optical amplification gain, but it is difficult to interpret a doubie-pass integrated

polarization state in terms of the stress applied to the fiber.

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide a method and an apparatus for evaluating

40 properties of an optical fiber which makes it possible to determine with high precision the distribution of

various properties of the optical fiber along its longitudinal direction such as optical loss in the optica fiber,

relative refractive index difference between core and cladding, core diameter, variation in stresses applied to

the optical fiber and influence of temperature change on the optical fiber.

Another object of the present invention is to provided method and an apparatus for evaluating optical fiber

45 attenuation characteristics, whose dynamic range is greater than that achieved by the conventional OTDR

technique by, 10 dB or more even using lasers having only a few mW light power.

To achieve the objects, the present invention makes use of a non-linear interaction between the first

modulated signal light from the first light source and the second signal light from the second light source

which counter propagate in an optical fiber to be examined, i.e., so-called Brillouin light amplification, and

50 analyzes the signal waveform of the second signal light which is influenced by Brillouin light amplification.

The principle of the Brillouin light amplification is as follows. When alight is made incident upon a substance

such as an optical fiber, an acoustic wave is induced by the incident light Itself, and simultaneously the

acoustic wave generates light (Stokes light) having a frequency lower than that of the incident light If the

strength of the incident light is further increased, strong stokes light having a coherent phase is scattered in

55 the direction opposite to the incident light. This is the phenomenon of stimulated Brillouin light amplification

Accordingly, if the optical frequency of either the first or the second signal light is equal to the optical

frequency of the stokes light, the signal light can be amplified by the stimulated Brillouin scattering mentioned

above
As explained above, in the present invention, an optical fiber is characterized by the signal light waveform

60 change due to the non-linear effect of Brillouin light amplification and, therefor ,
the present invention is quite

different from the conventional techniques such as OTDR in which the optical loss distribution in an optical

fiber along its longitudinal direction is valuated by measuring the Rayleigh back-scattered light, which is

generated through a linear scattering process.
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More ver, the present invention completely differs from the technique described in th aforementioned

Fanies* report. Farries
, technique utilizes the polarization effects on Raman gain, while the present invention

utilizes Briilouin gain averaged over polarization states as well as the change of Brillouin frequency shift due to

fiber properties.

In the first aspect of the present invention, a method for evaluating properties of an optical fiber, comprises 5

the steps f:

making incident a first signal light in the form of modulated light from a first light source upon an optical fiber to

be measured;
propagating a second signal light from a second light source in the optical fiber in the direction opposite to that

of the first signal light, while controlling at least one of the first and second light sources, so that Brillouin light 10

amplification is caused, by providing a specific frequency difference between the first signal light and the

second signal light; detecting the second signal light which is Brillouin-light-amplified; and evaluating the

properties of the optical fiber based on the detected second signal light.

Here, in the detection of the second signal light which is Brillouin-light-amplified, the evaluation of the

properties of the optical fiber may be performed by changing polarization state of at least one of the first signal 15

light and the second signal light during one or a plurality of measurements to detect the second signal light

which is Brillouin-light-amplified with respect to average relative polarization state of the first signal light and

the second signal light and then to analyze change of a waveform in time or amplitude and phase changes of

the second signal light.

The method may further comprise the steps of: 20

assigning f1 and f2 to the respective optical frequencies of the first signal light and the second signal light so

that the frequencies f1 and f2 satisfy the relation of f1 - f2 «= fB (wherein fB is Brillouin frequency shift)

;

detecting the second signal light which is Brillouin-light-amplified to obtain a time dependent waveform WA of

the detected second signal light;

assigning f1' and f2' to optical frequencies of the first signal light and the second signal light so that the 25

frequencies fT and f2' satisfy the relation of f2' -f1' = fB;

detecting the second signal light which is Brillouin-light amplified to obtain a time dependent waveform WB of

the detected second signal light; and
analyzing arithmetic or geometric mean of the waveforms WA and WB to evaluate the properties of the optical

fiber. 30

The first signal light from the first light souce may be amplitude-modulated or frequency-modulated in the

form of pulse and the second signal light from the second light source has a constant amplitude and frequency

without being modulated and wherein loss distribution properties and core diameter distribution properties of

the optical fiber is evaluated as a slope distribution of logarithmical expression of an amplitude change in time

of the detected second signal light which is Brillouin-light-amplified. The method may comprise the steps of: 35

fixing the frequency difference fB = |f1 - f2 I between the optical frequencies f1 and f2 of the lights from the

first light source and the second light source to a plurality of values fB1, fB2;

detecting, for each fixed value, a time dependent waveform of the second signal light which is

Brillouin-light-amplified;

finding out, at each position of the optical fiber to be measured, the optical frequency difference (maximum 40

gain Brillouin frequency shift) at which the Brillouin light amplification effect becomes maximum from the

plurality of the time dependent waveforms; and
evaluating stress distribution, temperature distribution and relative refractive index difference distribution in

the optical fiber to be measured from the position-dependence of the maximum gain Brillouin frequency shift

in the optical fiber. Loss distribution and core diameter distribution in the optical fiber may be evaluated by 45

expanding an oscillation linewidth of at least one of the first and second light sources so as to be wider than

that of Brillouin light amplification bandwidth of the optical fiber to be measured.

The first signal light from the first light source may be amplitude-modulated or frequency-modulated in the

form of pulse and the second signal light from the second light source has a constant amplitude and frequency
without being modulated and wherein loss distribution properties and core diameter distribution properties of 50

the optical fiber is evaluated as a slope distribution of logarithmical expression of an amplitude change in time

of the detected second signal light which is Brillouin-light-amplified.

The method may comprise the steps of:

fixing the frequency difference fB = |f1 - f2 I between the optical frequencies fl and f2 of the lights from the

first light source and the second light source to a plurality of values fB1, fB2; 55
detecting, for each fixed value, a time dependent waveform of the second signal light which is

Brillouin-light-amplified;

finding out, at each position of the optical fiber to be measured, the optical frequency difference (maximum
gain Brillouin frequency shift) at which the Brillouin light amplification effect becomes maximum from the

plurality of the time dependent waveforms; and 60
evaluating stress distribution, temperature distribution and relative refractive index difference distribution in

the optical fiber to be measured fr m the position-dependence of the maximum gain Brillouin frequency shift

in the optical fiber.

Loss distribution and core and diameter distribution in the optical fiber may be evaluated by expanding an
oscillation linewidth of at least one of the first and s cond light sources so as to be wider than that of Briliouin 65

3
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light amplification bandwidth of the optical fiber to be measured.

Here, th first signal light from the first light source may be amplitude-modulat d or fr quency-modulated in

the form of pulse and the second signal light from the second light source has a constant amplitude and

frequency without being modulated and wherein loss distribution prop rties and core diameter distribution

5 properties of the optical fiber is evaluated as a slope distribution of logarithmical expression of an amplitude

change in time of the detected second signal light which is Brillouin- light-amplified. Loss distribution and core

diameter distribution in the optical fiber may be evaluated by expanding an oscillation linewidth of at least one

of the first and second light sources so as to be wider than that of Brillouin light amplification bandwidth of the

optical fiber to be measured.
10 The method may comprise the steps of:

fixing the frequency difference fB « |f1 - f2 | between the optical frequencies f1 and f2 of the lights from the

first light source and the second light source, to a plurality of values fB1, fB2;

detecting, for each fixed value, a time dependent waveform of the second signal light which is

Brillouin-light-amplified;

15 finding out, at each position of the optical fiber to be measured, the optical frequency difference (maximum

gain Brillouin frequency shift) at which the Brillouin light amplification effect becomes maximum from the

plurality of the time dependent waveforms; and

evaluating stress distribution, temperature distribution and relative refractive index difference distribution in

the optical fiber to be measured from the position-dependence of the maximum gain Brillouin frequency shift

20 in the optical fiber.

Loss distribution and core diameter distribution in the optical fiber may be evaluated by expanding a

spectral linewidth of at least one of the first and second light sources so as to be wider than that of Brillouin

light amplification bandwidth of the optical fiber to be measured.

In the second aspect of the present invention, a system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber, may

25 comprise:

a first light source for emitting a first signal light in the form of modulated light;

a second light source for emitting a second signal light which propagates in the optical fiber to be measured in

the direction opposite to that of the first signal light;

an optical frequency controlling means for controlling a frequency difference between the first signal light and

30 the second signal light:
.

an optical multi-demultiplexing means for making the first signal light incident upon the optical fiber to be

measured and for extracting a Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light which is amplified through a Brillouin

light amplification induced by the first signal light and the second signal light;

a photo detecting means for converting the Brillouin-iight-ampiified second signal light from the optical

35 multi-demultiplexing means, into an electric signal; and

a signal processing means for processing and analyzing time dependent waveform or amplitude and phase of

the electric signal from the photo detecting means.

Here, the optical frequency controlling means may be a two-output stabilized voltage source which provides

a constant voltage E1 and a variable voltage E1 ~ E1 + AE or a two-output stabilized current source which

40 provides a constant current 11 and a variable current 12 = 11 + Al and the frequency difference between the

first and second light sources is controlled by supplying E1 or 11 to one of the first and second light sources

and E2 and 12 to the other of the first and second light sources.

The optical frequency controlling means may have two independent, a first and a second, optical frequency

controlling portions, the first optical frequency controlling portion being a variable stabilized voltage source or

45 a variable stabilized current source for changing the voltage or current to be supplied to the first light source

so as to maximize or minimize the signal level detected by the photo detecting means and the second optical

frequency controlling portion being a constant voltage source or a constant current source for stabilizing the

frequency of the second light source independently of the state of the first light source.

The optical frequency controlling means may have two independent, a first and a second, optical frequency

50 controlling portions, the first optical frequency controlling portion being a variable stabilized voltage source or

a variable stabilized current source for detecting a beat signal based on a frequency difference between the

first and second light sources among signals detected by the photo detecting means and for changing the

voltage or current to be supplied to the first light source so that a frequency difference between a

predetermined reference beat frequency and a beat frequency actually detected becomes zero, and the

55 second optical frequency controlling portion being a constant voltage source or a constant current source for

stabilizing the frequency of the second light source independently of the state of the first light source

In the third aspect of the present invention, a system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber, may

comprise:
a first light source for emitting a first signal light in the form of modulated light;

60 a second light source for emitting a second signal light which propagates in the optical fiber to be measured in

the direction opposite to that of the first signal light;

an optical frequency controlling means for controlling a frequency difference b tween the first signal light and

the second signal light:
.

an optical multi-demultiplexing means for making the first signal light incident upon the optical fiber to be

65 measured and for extracting a Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light which is amplified through a Brillouin

4
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light amplification induced by the first signal light and the second signal light;

an optical frequency filter receiving the Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light from the optical

multi-demultiplexing means and for filtrating the Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light in such a way that

light having the frequency of the Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light is passed but that light having the

frequency of the first signal light is interrupted; 5

a photo detecting means for converting an output light from the optical frequency filter into an electric signal;

and
a signal processing means for processing and analyzing time dependent waveform or amplitude and phase of

the electric signal from the photo detecting means.

Here, the optical frequency controlling means may be a two-output stabilized voltage source which provides 10

a constant voltage E1 and a variable voltage E2 = E1 + AE or a two-output stabilized current source which

provides a constant current 11 and a variable current 12 = 11 4- Al and the frequency difference between the

first and second light sources is controlled by supplying E1 or 11 to one of the first and second light sources

and E2 and 12 to the other of the first and second light sources.

The optical frequency controlling means may have two independent, a first and a second, optical frequency 15

controlling portions, the first optical frequency controlling portion being a variable stabilized voltage source or

a variable stabilized current source for changing the voltage or current to be supplied to the first light source

so as to maximize or minimize the signal level detected by the photo detecting means and the second optical

frequency controlling portion being a constant voltage source or a constant current source for stabilizing the

frequency of the second light source independently of the state of the first light source. 20

In the fourth aspect of the present invention, a system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber, may
comprise:

a first light source for emitting a first signal light in the form of modulated light;

a second light source for emitting a second signal light which propagates in the optical fiber to be measured in

the direction opposite to that of the first signal light; 25

an optical frequency controlling means for controlling a frequency difference between the first signal light and

the second signal light:

an optical multi-demultiplexing means for making the first signal light incident upon the optical fiber to be

measured and for extracting a Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light which is amplified through a Brillouin

light amplification induced by the first signal light and the second signal light; 30

an optical frequency filter receiving the Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light from the optical

multi-demultiplexing means and for filtrating the Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light in such a way that

light having the frequency of the Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light is passed but that light having the

frequency of the first signal light is interrupted;

a photo detecting means for converting an output light from the optical frequency filter into an electric signal; 35

a signal processing means for processing and analyzing time dependent waveform or amplitude and phase of

the electric signal from the photo detecting means.
means for changing a polarization state of at least one of the first signal light and the second signal light.

The optical frequency controlling means may be a two-output stabilized voltage source which provides a

constant voltage E1 and a variable voltage E2 = E1 + AE or a two-output stabilized current source which 40

provides a constant current 11 and a variable current 12 — 11 + Al and the frequency difference between the

first and second light sources is controlled by supplying E1 or 11 to one of the first and second light sources

and E2 and 12 to the other of the first and second light sources.

The optical frequency controlling means may have two independent, a first and a second, optical frequency

controlling portions, the first optical frequency controlling portion being a variable stabilized voltage source or 45

a variable stabilized current source for changing the voltage or current to be supplied to the first light source

so as to maximize or minimize the signal level detected by the photo detecting means and the second optical

frequency controlling portion being a constant voltage source or a constant current source for stabilizing the

frequency of the second light source independently of the state of the first light source.

The above and other objects, effects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more 50

apparent from the following description of embodiments thereof taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings.
Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an arrangement of Embodiment 1 according to the present

invention;

Fig. 2 is a waveform diagram illustrating an example of waveform which is measured according to the 55
present invention;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of the signal processing apparatus shown in Fig. 1

;

Fig. 4 is a circuit diagram showing an embodiment of the optical frequency controlling apparatus shown
in Fig. 1

;

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram showing an arrangement of Embodiment 2 according to the present 60
invention;

Figs. 6 and 7 are block diagrams showing two embodiments of the optical frequency controlling

apparatus;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram showing an arrang ment of Embodiment 3 according to the present

invention: 65

5
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Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram showing an arrangement of Embodiment 4 according to the present

invention;

Figs. 10A-10C are explanatory diagrams for explaining polarization effect on waveforms to be

m asured;

5 Fig. 11 is a waveform diagram illustrating an example of waveforms observed when the optical

frequency difference Af between the first and second signal lights are varied

;

Fig. 12 is a characteristic graph illustrating a relationship between a position z in an optical fiber and an

optical frequency difference Af between the first and second signal lights (corresponding to the relative

refractive index difference between core and cladding of the optical fiber) at which the maximum optical

10 signal level is obtained;

Fig. 13 is a characteristic graph illustrating a measured waveform W(z) and its optimum approximation

curve W'(z) on an optical fiber where core diameter varies along the longitudinal direction

;

Figs. 14A - 14F are waveform diagrams showing various modulation waveforms of the first signal light;

Fig. 15 is a characteristic graph illustrating the stress dependence of Briilouin frequency shift;

15 Fig. 16 is a schematic diagram showing an example of the construction of a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer;

Figs. 17A and 17B are characteristics graphs showing transmission characteristics of the

Mach-Zehnder interferometer; and
Fig. 18 is a waveform diagram showing an example of waveform which is measured according to the

20 present invention.

Embodiment 1

Fig. 1 shows Embodiment 1 of an evaluation apparatus in accordance with the present invention. In Fig.1,

reference numeral 1 denotes the first light source emitting a pulsed light which is amplitude-modulated or

25 frequency-modulated in the pulse-like form and the light source 1 emits a light having a narrow spectrum

tinewidth. The first light source 1 can be arranged as follows. That is, a light from a single longitudinal mode

laser, such as a CW operation YAG laser or a CW operation DFB laser, is amplitude-modulated in the pulse-like

form by driving an acoustooptic modulator. Alternatively, the pulsed light is realized by injecting a current into

a single longitudinal mode laser such as a CW operation DFB laser. Reference numeral 2 denotes the second

30 light source of CW operation having a narrow spectrum linewidth such as a YAG laser or a DFB laser.

Reference numeral 3 denotes an optical fiber to be examined or measured, 4 an optical multi-demultiplexer, 5 a

photo detector such as a Ge-APD (Avalanche Photo Diode). Reference numeral 6 denotes a signal processing

unit which receives the electric signal from the photo detector 5 and processes it to analyze the

time-dependence, the amplitude and/or phase of the signal. Reference numeral 7 denotes an optical

35 frequency controlling unit for controlling the frequency difference between the lights from the first and second

light sources 1 and 2 to a desired value. Details of the units 6 and 7 will be described below.

The evaluation apparatus operates as follows:

A pulse-like light emitted from the first light source 1 t
i.e., the first signal light S1 is coupled to the optical

fiber 3 to be examined through the optical multi-demultiplexer 4. On the other hand, the light emitted from the

40 second light source 2. i.e., the second signal light S2 is launched from the end 3-2 of the optical fiber 3 to be

examined, which is opposite to the end 3-1 of the optical fiber 3 at which the first signal light S1 is launched.

At this stage, the frequency f1 of the first signal light and the frequency f2 of the second signal light are

controlled by the optical frequency controlling unit 7 so as to fulfill the following relation:

f1-f2 = fB (1).

45 Here, fB is the Briilouin frequency shift inherent to the optical fiber 3 to be examined. For instance, for a silica

fiber, fB is about 13 GHz at a wavelength of 1.3 micron meters. When equation (1) is satisfied, the second

signal light S2 is amplified by the first signal light S1 through Briilouin light amplification process. The waveform

of the second signal light S2 detected by the photo detector 5 can be derived as follows.

The gain g of the second signal light S2 due to the Briilouin light amplification at a position z is expressed by

50 the following equation when g - 1 < 1

:

g « 1 + AP1(z) (2).

Here, A is a proportionality factor, z represents the position at which the first signal light S1 (a pulsed signal)

propagating through the optical fiber 3 to be examined locates, wherein the end 3-1 of the optical fiber 3 is

chosen as the reference point. P1(z) represents the light power of the first signal light S1 at the position z.

55 Likewise, P2(z) is the light power of the second signal light S2 at the position z. The optical loss in the optical

fiber 3 and its length are denoted as a(neper/m) and L (m), respectively. We can assume that the optical

losses for the first signal light S1 and the second signal light S2 are identical, since the frequency difference

between these signal lights is quite small. Under this condition, P1(z) and P2(z) can be expressed as follows,

respectively:

60 P1(z) « P1(0) • exp (-az) (3-1)
P2(z) = P2(L) • exp E-a(L-z)] (3-2).

Considering equations (2) and (3) together with the attenuation factor exp (- az) of the second signal light S2

due to the optical fiber loss between the points 0 and z, the power P2(z) of the second signal light S2 detected

by the photo detector 5 is expressed by the following relation:

65 92 (z) = g • P2 (z) • exp (-az)

6
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= P2(L) -expHxL) + A-P1(0) P2(L).exp(-aL)-exp(-az) (4)

Here, the optical loss of the optical multi-demultiplexer 4 is neglected. The first term on the right side of

equation (4) is DC component and the second term corresponds to a component Increased due to the

Brillouin light amplification. A time 5 at which the second signal light S2 Briilouin-amplified at the position z is

detected by the photo detector 5, is expressed by the following relation, 5

t = 2z/v (5)

where V denotes the velocity of light. The time at which the signal light SI is Injected in the fiber 3 Is chosen as

the time origin. Therefore, the waveform of the received light signal level becomes as shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the optical loss a of the optical fiber 3 to be examined can be obtained from the attenuation factor

of the Brillouin amplified component or from the difference between the received light signal levels at arbitrary 10

points. Comparing the present invention with the conventional OTDR, it is easily understood that they differ

from each other in the following two points:

(1 ) The attentuation factor of the waveform according to the conventional OTDR is exp (-2az) and thus

the signal level rapidly decreases, while that of the present invention is exp (-az) and thus the attentuation

factor of the signal level is small. 15

(2) As seen from equation (4), in the present invention, the received light signal level can be increased

by increasing the light power of the second light source 2.

Therefore, according to the present invention, the received light signal level can be greatly increased and

thus the measurement accuracy can be improved, compared with the conventional OTDR.
In the foregoing explanation, the optical loss a in the optical fiber 3 is assumed to be uniform throughout the 20

fiber. However, even if the loss in the optical fiber 3 along Its longitudinal direction is not uniform, the

distribution of the loss in the optical fiber 3 to be examined along its longitudinal direction can be determined

by utilizing the measuring system shown in Fig. 1 . More specifically, such a loss distribution can be determined

according to the foregoing procedures by, for instance, separately measuring every interval of such an optical

fiber, in which interval the optical loss is uniform. 25

Referring now to Fig. 3, there is depicted an embodiment of the signal processing unit 6 shown In Fig. 1 . In

Fig. 3, reference numeral 61 represents an A/D converter for converting an analog output from the photo

detector 5 into a digital signal, 62 a CPU for processing the output from the A/D converter 61 as will be

explained below, 63 an output unit such as a CRT display or a printer and 64 a memory.

The measured waveform obtained in one measurement by the photo detector 5. Is shown in Fig. 2. If we 30

denote the received light signal level as W, this waveform in one measurement can be expressed as W(z),

since the time t has the following relation with the position coordinate z along the optical fiber 3 to be

examined, as shown in equation (5). Numbers of waveforms can be successively obtained by repeatedly

launching light pulses into the optical fiber 3 to be examined from the first light source 1 . Thus, the measured

waveform of the k-th pulse can be expressed by Wk(z) where k represents the serial number of pulse. '35

Moreover, the measured waveform can be defined as a function of the operation parameters of the whole

evaluation apparatus of this invention. In other words, the waveform is a function of a frequency difference Af

(Hz) between the first and second light sources 1 and 2 and their relative polarizing angle 8 (rad). Therefore,

the general form of the measured waveform will be expressed as Wk(z, Af, 9) hereinafter.

The measured waveform Wk(z, Af , 6) obtained at the photo detector 5 is converted into a digital signal In the 40

A/D convertor 61 and the inputted to the CPU 62. In the CPU 62. various processings are performed according

to the properties of the optical fiber 3 to be evaluated. For instance, an averaging processing on a number of

measured waveforms whose Af and 9 are fixed is performed in order to improve the signed to noise ratio. This

processing is, for instance, defined by the following relation:

N
W(z, Af, 0) = (1/N) SWk (z, Af, 9)

k « 1

45

50
in order to obtain the loss distribution from this waveform, logarithmic conversion and differential

processing are performed in the CPU 61. In other words, this processing can be expressed by the following

formula:

a - -d ln{W(z, Af, 9)}/dz (neper/m).
These processings are almost the same as those in the conventional OTDR. For instance, the signal 55
processing apparatus employed in an OTDR apparatus "OF 152 FIBER OPTIC TDR" manufactured by
Tektronix can be used as the signal processing unit 6.

Moreover, the processing for compensating the Brillouin gain fluctation dependent on the relative polarizing

angle between the first and second light sources 1 and 2 can be expressed by
W(z, Af) « JW(z, Af, 9) d9. 60
In addition, at every position z in the optical fiber 3 to be measured, a relative fr quency Af(z) which provides
the maximum wave height is obtained. That is, Af(z) which satisfies the following relation is obtained:
W(z, Af(z)) £ W(z, Af).

Physical meanings and explanation of these processings will be explained in the following embodiments.
An embodiment of th optical frequency controlling unit 7 will be explained in d tail. 65
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In general, the frequency of a laser light can be controlled by applying a voltage to the laser device or

injecting a current to the laser device, utilizing thermal effects or optoelectric effects such as plasma ffects or

int ractions therebetween.
Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of the frequency controlling unit 7 in which the frequency is adjusted by

5 controlling the voltage applied to the laser device. In Fig. 4, a voltage E1 is applied to the first light source 1 by a

constant power supply 71 and a voltage E2 (= E1 + AE) is applied to the second light source 2 by the

constant voltage power supply 71 and a variable stabilized power supply 72. By changing AE through the

control of the power supply 72, the relative frequency Af » f1 - f2 between the first and second light sources 1

and 2 can be controlled to a desired value. Here, Af is proportional to AE within a practical range. For instance,

10 in the case of a Ring YAQ laser Model 102 manufactured by Lightwave Electronics Co., Af/AE « 1.2 GHz/V.

Embodiment 2
While in the foregoing Embodiment 1, the frequencies of the first and second light sources 1 and 2 are

controlled by the single frequency controlling unit 7, the respective frequencies of the first and second light

15 sources 1 and 2 can also be separately controlled by using two frequency controlling units.

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the second embodiment of the present invention. In this embodiment, the first

light source 1 and the second light source 2 are controlled by independently arranged optical frequency

controlling units 7-1 and 7-2, respectively. The optical frequency controlling unit 7-1 is the same as that used in

Embodiment 1 except that it is controlled by an output from the photo detector 5. In addition, the second light

20 source 2 is voltage- or current-controlled by the optical frequency controlling unit 7-2 so that the deviation of

the frequency f2 from a predetermined frequency f20, i.e., I f2 - f20 1 is within a predetermined set value.

On the other hand, the frequency of the first light source 1 is controlled by the light frequency controlling

unit 7-1 in accordance with the output from the photo detector 5, so that the frequency difference between the

first and second light sources 1 and 2 coincides with the desired value. More specifically, there are two useful

25 methods to control the frequency. In one method the output signal level of the photo detector 5 is maximized,

and in the other method, the frequency of a beat component is adjusted to a predetermined value.

Fig. 6 shows a specific embodiment of the arrangement of the optical frequency controlling unit 7-1 for

maximizing the output signal level of the photo detector 5. The unit 7-1 controls the output voltage E(k) of the

variable stabilized power supply 74 by the signal level l(k) obtained at a signal level detector 73, to which the

30 light intensity signal is fed from the photo detector 5. As already mentioned above, when the frequency

difference Af — f1 - f2 between the first and second light sources 1 and 2 coincides with the Brillouin

frequency shiftfB inherent to the optical fiber to be measured, the probe light from the second light source 2 is

Brillouin-amplified. Therefore, if the condition for maximizing the output from the photo detector 5 can be

maintained, the intended measurement of the present invention can be performed without correctly

35 determining the frequency value fB. In a specific example, when the voltage applied to the first light source 1 is

E1 (k) and the detected signal level of the signal level detector 73 is l(k) at time t(k), an output voltage E1 (k+ 1)

of the variable stabilized power supply 74, i.e., a voltage applied to the first light source 1 at time t(k+ i) is

determined by the following relation:

E1(k+1) - E1(k) + A{l(k)-l(k-1)}/{E1(k)-E1(k-1)}.

40 wherein A represents an appropriate positive proportionality factor. As will be explained below, even if the

frequencies of the first and second light sources 1 and 2 are so determined that f2 - f1 « fB is established, the

optical loss can be measured, in this case, since the second signal light loses its energy through the

Brillouin-interaction with the first signal light, the signal level detected by the photo detector 5 is minimized,

contrary, to the foregoing case (f1 -f2 = fB). Therefore, in such a case, the optical frequency controlling

45 device 7-1 is controlled so that the signal level detected by the photo detector 5 is minimized. In this case, a

negative value is selected as the foregoing proportionality factor A.

Fig. 7 shows a specific embodiment of the optical frequency controlling unit 7-1 for adjusting the frequency

of a beat component of the output from the photo detector 5 to a predetermined value.

As seen from the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, the Rayleigh scattered light due to a pulsed light emitted

50 from the first light source 1 is detected by the photo detector 5 together with the probe light emitted from the

second light source 2. At this time, a beat signal is generated in the photo detector 5, whose frequency is equal

to the frequency difference between the first and second light sources 1 and 2.

Then, in the arrangement shown in Fig. 7, the output signal from the photo detector 5 is supplied to a beat

frequency detector 75 to detect the beat frequency f(k) at time t(k). Reference numeral 76 denotes a reference

55 beat frequency generator which provides a reference beat frequency fo. The beat frequency f(k) and the

reference beat frequency fo are supplied to a subtractor 77 to obtain a frequency difference 5f « f(k) - fo . The

frequency difference 8f is supplied to a variable stabilized power supply 78 to generate an output voltage

E1 (k) = E1 (k - 1) + A' 8f. This output voltage E1(k) is applied to the first light source 1 so that the first light

source 1 is controlled to satisfy a condition of: 8f « 0 (wherein A' is a constant for feedback).

60 While the present invention has been explained with reference to the voltage-control type optical frequency

controlling units 7-1 and 7-2, they may be arranged as a current-control type. In this case, the operations

thereof are substantially identical with those of the voltage-control type, except the circuit arrangement.

65
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Embodiment 3

Fig. 8 shows Embodiment 2 of the pres nt invention which is identical with Embodiment 1 of th present

invention as shown in Fig, 1 except that an optical frequency filter 8 is disposed at the front stage of the photo
detector 5. The optical frequency filter 8 passes the second signal light S2 of frequency f2, but shuts off the

first signal light S1 of frequency f1 . The operations of this Embodiment 3 are almost identical to Embodiment 1 . 5
Thus, the following effects are achieved:

(1) The filter 8 prevents the incidence of the Rayleigh back-scattered light (which is measured by the

conventional OTDR) generated whiie the first signal light S1 propagates along the optical fiber 3 to be
measured into the photo detector 5 and thus prevents the scattered light from being a noise against the

signal light S2. 10

(2) The filter 8 prevents the strong Fresnel reflection of the first signal light S1 reflected at the incident

end or the emitting end of the optical fiber 3 to be measured or at the connector points in the optical

fiber 3 from entering the photo detector 5. Usually, when an extremely strong signal is detected, any weak
signals immediately after the strong signal cannot be detected because of the trailing or the overshoot
behavior for the strong signal due to the saturation of the detection system. This results in the problem of 15

a dead zone. However, according to Embodiment 3 of this invention, the problem of such a dead zone
associated with the conventional OTDR can effectively be solved by the insertion of the filter 8.

Embodiment 4
Fig. 9 shows Embodiment 4 of this invention. In Fig. 9, reference numeral 9 denotes a polarization controlling 20

device which controls the polarization state of the second signal light S2, The device 9 is disposed between
the second light source 2 and the optical fiber 3 to be measured. In Embodiments 1 and 2 shown in Figs. 1 and

3, respectively, it is tacitly assumed that the relation between the polarization state of the first and second light

sources 1 and 2 Is constant throughout the optical fiber 3 to be measured. However, such a condition is

satisfied only in a special optica! fiber such as polarization-maintaining optical fiber or a multi-mode optical 25
fiber in which the polarization state is randomized. On the other hand, the gain g due to the Brillouin light

amplification exhibits a polarization dependence such that it has a maximum value when the polarization

directions of the signal lights S1 and S2 coincide with one another and that it becomes unity when they are

perpendicular to one another. Therefore, when such a measurement is performed on a usual single mode
optical fiber, it is needed to arrange the polarization controlling device 9 as shown in Fig. 9. The gain g can 30

easily be obtained and expressed by the following equation:

g - 1 + 0.5G max [1 + B COS(29 + q>)] (6)

Here, I + G max represents the maximum gain obtained when the polarization directions of the signal lights S1
and S2 coincide with one another. B and <p are amounts depending on z and B fulfills the relation : -1 ^ B ^ 1.

9

represents the polarization direction of the second signal light S2 when it enters the optical fiber 3 to be 35
measured.

Usual optical fibers have a slight modal birefringency. Therefore, the polarization state of a signal light

propagating through the fiber varies depending on the position z. Thus, the signal waveforms obtained when
the usual optical fiber is examined by each measurement system of Embodiment 1 or 3 shown In Fig. 1 or 8, are

not practically those shown in Fig. 2, but are fluctuated as shown in Fig. 10A. In Figs. 10A to 10C, DC 40
components are omitted. Moreover, the abscissa axis expresses time in terms of a position in the optical fiber

in accordance with equation (5). This fluctuation reflects the polarization state of the signal lights S1 and S2 at

each position z in the optical fiber 3.

The polarization controlling device 9 can be formed by, for instance, a polarizer for converting the second
signal light S2 from the light source 2 into a linearly polarized light and a half wave plate. In this case the second 45
signal light S2 can be made incident upon the optical fiber 3 in any polarization direction, by rotating the half

wave plate. Fig. 10A shows a waveform obtained when the second signal light S2 linearly polarized in a
direction 6 is made incident upon the optical fiber 3 to be measured in the measuring system shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10B shows a waveform obtained when the second signal light S2 linearly polarized in the direction (6 +
7i/2), which is perpendicular to the direction 9, was made Incident upon the optical fiber 3 to be measured. 50
As seen from equation (6), in Figs. 10A and 10B, the polarities of the fluctuations are reversed. Therefore, if

the signal levels shown in Figs. 10A and 10B are averaged by a signal processing unit 6, an output waveform
having a level shown in Fig. 10C is obtained. It is found that fiuctuation Is eliminated in the waveform shown in

Fig. 10C and that a smooth waveform which reflects the optical loss of the optical fiber 3 to be examined is

obtained like in the case shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, it was confirmed by experiments that the signal level was 55
about 100 times higher than that obtained by the conventional OTDR.

In the foregoing explanation, in order to obtain the wave forms shown in Figs. 10A and 10B, the
measurement is performed twice in total by rotating the half wave plate which constitutes the polarization
controlling device 9 to change the polarization state of the second signal light S2. Alternatively, the waveform
shown in Fig. 10C can directly by obtained by rapidly changing the polarization state of the second signal light 60
S2.

To this end, It is sufficient to us a polarization controlling device 9 for changing the polarization state of the
second signal light S2, which is composed f an optical fiber (more preferably, an optical fiber such as
polarization-maintaining optical fiber which has a large mode birefringence) wound around a piezoelectric
d vice such as PZT and xperiences periodic or random elongation and sid pressur strain. 65
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Alternatively, electro-optical eff ct type elements such as LiNb03 are also preferable as a fast polarization

controlling device 9. „i

In additional in the ab ve explanation, the polarization controlling device 9 is disposed between the optical

fiber3 to be measured and the second light source 2 to change th polarization state of the second signal light

S2 However the same effect can of course be expected by changing the polarization state of the first signal

Thus the polarization controlling device 9 may be disposed between the first light source 1 and the optical

multi-demultiplexer 4 or between the optical multi-demultiplexer 4 and the optical fiber 3 to be measured.

Alternatively, the polarization controlling device 9 may be disposed In the middle of the optical fiber 3 to be

measured so that the polarized states of both signal lights S1 and S2 can be changed.

Embodiment 5 x- * «
Embodiment 5 is an embodiment of the method of this invention for determining the distribution of relative

refractive index difference between core and cladding of an optical fiber along its longitudinal direction. The

Brillouin frequency shift fB varies according to the material of an optical fiber. For instance, the silica optical

fibers have fB of about 13 GHz at a wavelength of 1 .3 urn. In the optical fibers whose core is doped with Ge02,

their fB decreased by 120 MHz per 0.1<>/o increase of relative refractive index difference between core and

Cl

^erefore the distribution of the relative refractive index difference between core and cladding in the

longitudinal direction of the optical fiber can be determined by measuring, as a function of each position z, the

difference between the optical frequencies of the first signal light S1 and the second signal light S2

Af = f1 -f2, when the received light signal level obtained by using the measurement system of the present

invention shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 8 or Fig. 9 reaches its maximum value.
4

More specifically, measurement is performed changing the difference between the optical frequencies of

the first signal light S1 and second signal light S2, 5? = f1 - f2, by the optical frequency controlling unit 7 and

the resultant various measured waveforms W(z, Af) are stored with the help of the signal processing unit 6 .n a

memory 64 disposed in the signal processing unit 6 as shown in Fig. 11.

In Fiq 1 1 broken lines show the Af-dependency of the received light signalW at positions zl. z2. z3 and z4.

As seen from Fig. 11, this clearly shows that the values of Af which provide maximum values of W vary

according to position z (such a value is defined to be "Af ). Thus, analysis of waveform is performed based on

the data stored in the memory 64 of the signal processing unit 6, and the optical frequency difference Af

between the first signal light S1 and the second signal light S2, which provides a maximum value ofW at each

position z, is thus obtained. . .

The value Af thus obtained is schematically shown in Fig, 12. The longitudinal direction-dependency of the

relative refractive index difference between core and cladding can be obtained from the aforementioned

relation between the value fB and the relative refractive index difference between core and cladding-

Then, the method for measuring the distribution of the core diameter in the longitudinal^direction^of the

optical fiber to be measured, according to the present invention will hereunder be explained. If the spectral

linewidths Af1 and Af2 of the first light source 1 and the second light source 2 are identical with °r narrower

than the Brillouin light amplification bandwidth, AfB, of the optical fiber 3 to be measured, the waveform W(z

Af) measured according to the present invention substantially depends on the <^*»^
d̂
£2"?~

between the first signal light 81 and the second signal light 82, Af - f1 - 12, corresponding to the dfnbutK,n

of the relative refractive index difference between core and cladding in the longitudinal direct.on of the optical

fiber 3 as is already shown in Fig. 11. Thus, in order to determine the distribution of the core diametar m
i

to

longitudinal direction, it is necessary to eliminate the influence of the distribution of the relative refractive index

difference between core and cladding in the longitudinal direction on the waveform W. For thal Purpose it ,s

sufficient to use the first light source 1 or the second light source 2 whose spectral l.newidth is vwderttoi the

Brillouin light amplification bandwidth AfB of the optical fiber 3 to be measured Thar^^^..^^.^
obtained is averaged with respect to Af and thus does not depend upon the distribution of the relative

refracTe Index difference between core and cladding of the optical fiber in its longitudinal d.rectoa

Moreover, the waveform WW) may alternatively be obtained by calculating an average value of the measured

waveform W(z, Af) while changing the value of Af, i.e.,

TsingThl sTgnai^rocetSng
1
SSt 6. instead of using the first light source 1 and/or the second light source 2

having such a wide spectral linewidth. u.^^^j^hmit
On the other hand, in a measurement system shown in Fig. 9, the measurement can be Pe

.

rfo^e
a
d
in̂
°u*

being influenced by the polarization state of the signal light as already explained above. The signal gain due to

the Brillouin light amplification at this time is given by

from
1

qtaiionfe)! Strictly speaking, Gmax is a function of the relative refractive index differ "^between core

and cladding and the core diameter of the optical fiber, but it can in general be assumed that it depends on only

the core diameter and thus Gmax is in inverse proportion to square of the core diameter. ^erefore^f it is

assumed that the optical loss of the optical fiber 3 to be measured in its longitudinal direction is uniform, the

normalized wav form differ nc , i(WHz) - W(zT)}/WHi)_repr sents the distribution of the core'diameter,

28a(z)/a, in the longitudinal direction of the fiber wherein W(z) is th waveform shown in Fig. 13 as solid line.

10
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measured by the measurement system shown in Fig. 9 according to the foregoing procedures, andW (z) is

the waveform shown in Fig. 13 as dotted line, which is the ieast-squar -approximated exponential function

representing the loss of the optical fiber obtained from the waveform W(z) and 5a(z) is a variation in the core

diameter and a represents an average value of th core diameter.

In the foregoing explanation, the core diameter distribution in the longitudinal direction of the fiber is 5
determined based on W(z), but the core diameter distribution in the longitudinal direction may be obtained by
compensating the influence of the relative refractive index difference distribution in the longitudinal direction

on the measured waveform W(z, Af), if the relative refractive index difference distribution in the longitudinal

direction Is known, as a matter of course.

In the foregoing explanation, it is assumed that the intensity of the first signal light S1 is modulated in the 10

form of pulses, but the first signal light S1 may be a single pulse or repetitive pulses having a period of tc, as
shown in Fig. 14A. In such a case, the signal to noise ratio can be improved by averaging-process by the signal

processing unit 6 and thus more precise measurements can be carried out.

Furthermore, the first signal fight S1 may be modulated by a pseudo random code (such as M series code)
as shown in Fig. 14B. In this case, if the detected second signal light S2 is subjected to a correlation 15

processing by the signal processing unit 6 on the basis of the principle of the correlation technique, signal to

noise ratio is highly improved in proportion to the length of the code when compared with the case shown in

Fig. 14A (see, for instance, K. Okada et al„ "Optical cable fault location using correlation technique", Electron.

Lett., vol. 16, p. 629, 1980). In the conventional OTDR, if weak back-scattered light and strong Fresnel

reflection light coexist, the problem of linearity of the measurement system arises and, therefore, it is 20
Impossible to use sufficiently large code length. In contrast, such a strong signal as Fresnel reflection light can
be eliminated by the use of the optical frequency filter 8 in the present invention as already explained above
and thus we can make the best use of the correlation technique.

Moreover, the same measurement as that in time-domain explained above can be performed in

frequency-domain as follows. That is, the first signal light S1 can be amplitude-modulated by a frequency F and 25
by changing the frequency F, and frequency characteristics of the amplitude and the phase of the second
signal light S2 is obtained, as shown in Fig. 14C. In this case, the problem of linearity in the detection system
does not arise and highly precise measurement can be performed for the same reasons as in the correlation

technique.

In the foregoing explanation, the first signal light S1 has been explained to be the amplitude-modulated light 30
in every case, but it is also possible to use frequency-modulated light as the first signal light as shown in

Figs. 14D, 14E and 14F which correspond to Figs. 14A, 14B and 14C respectively.

In Figs. 14D - 14F, it is assumed that the frequency f1 of the first signal light S1 in the hatched portion is

controlled by the optical frequency controlling unit 7 so that |F1 -f2 -fB | falls within the Brillouin light

amplification bandwidth AfB of the optical fiber 3 to be measured. Moreover, it is also assumed that the 35
frequency f1' of the first signal light S1 in the portion other than the hatched portion does not satisfy the

foregoing relation.

When the frequency is f1 (hatched portion), the conditions do not change from those in the
amplitude-modulation. Accordingly, the first signal light S1 causes the Brillouin light amplification of the
second signal light S2 f like the previous case. On the other hand, when the frequency of the first signal light S1 40
is f1' (the portion other than the hatched portion), although the first signal light S1 propagates through the
optical fiber 3 to be measured, the same result as in the case of a space state, in the intensity-modulation in

which the first signal light S1 is absent, is obtained and thus the Brillouin light amplification does not occur
since the signal light S1 and the signal light S2 do not satisfy the requirements for the Brillouin light

amplification. That is, the result obtained in intensity-modulation is identical with that obtained in the 45
frequency-modulation. An advantage attained by the frequency-modulation is that easy and fast modulation
can be performed by slightly changing the injection current without using an external modulator when a
semiconductor laser such as a DFB laser or a DBR laser is used as the light source.

In the case of a silica optical fiber, AfB is about 100 MHz. Therefore, it is sufficient to select the foregoing
frequency f1' so as to fulfill a requirement: If1'-f1| > 100 MHz. In this case, the injection current change of the 50
semiconductor laser is as smajl as the order of about 0.1 mA.
The present invention has been explained with particular examples concerning the measurements of the

distributions of optical loss, relative refractive index difference between core and cladding and the core
diameter of an optical fiber in its longitudinal direction. However, it is also known that the Brillouin frequency
shift fB is dependent upon the change in stress applied to the optical fiber and the change in temperature of 55
the optical fiber.

Fig. 15 is a graph showing an example of experimental results on the relation between the stress applied to
the optical fiber and the Brillouin frequency shift. As seen from Fig. 15, the stress is correctly proportional to
the Brillouin frequency shift change. The proportionality factor depends on the material of the optical fiber, but
those of silica optical fibers are approximately constant irrespective of the kind of dopant and the amount 60
thereof. Th refore, it is possible to measur th changes in stress applied to the optical fiber and in
temperature of the optical fiber along the longitudinal direction of the fiber by measuring the amount of change
in the Brillouin frequency shift fB wherein the received light level of the second signal light S2 becomes
maximum. As is clear from the foregoing explanation, the amount of change in the Brillouin frequency shift fB
can be measured from the amount of change in the fr quencies of the signal lights S1 and S2 of the first light 65
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source 1 and th second light source 2 which are changed so that the received level of the second signal light
S2 b comes maximum.

It is to be understood that chang s and modifications can be made to the pr ferred embodiments described
above to which the present invention is not limited, without departing from the true spirit of the present

5 invention defined by the appended claims.

For instance, in the embodiment of the present invention shown in Fig. 1 , 8 or 9, the apparatus is equipped
with a branch type optical multi-demultiplexer 4, but this can be substituted by a Mach Zehnder interferometer
10 shown in Fig. 16 as will be described below.

In Fig. 16, the Mach Zehnder interferometer 10 has, for instance, a part P1 connected to the first light source
10 1 ,

a port P3, connected to the photo detector 5 and a port P2 connected to a terminal followed by the optical
fiber 3 to be measured. In this case, a port P4 is not used. Since the interferometer 10 has the transmission
characteristics as shown in Fig. 17A, the first signal light S1 (having frequency f1 ) arrives at the optical fiber 3
to be measured without any transmission loss in the interferometer 10 (between the ports P1 and P2) while the
second signal light S2 (having frequency f2) is also made incident upon the photo detector 5 without any

15 transmission loss in the interferometer 10 (between the ports P2 and P3). This leads to a substantial reduction
in the insertion loss compared with those observed, when the branch type optical multi-demultiplexers 4
shown in Figs. 1, 8 and 9 are used.

In this case, the Fresnel reflection light and the Rayteigh back-scattered light due to the first signal light S1
having a frequency of f1 do not enter the photo detector 5, even if the optical frequency filter 8 is not used, and

20 thus only the second signal light S2 having a frequency f2 is detected.
Moreover, the characteristics of the interferometer 10 can be switched from the state shown in Fig. 17A to

the state shown in Fig. 17B, when the optical path difference between the optical paths I and II of the
interferometer 10 is varied by, for instance, applying a thermal stress to one of the optical paths. In this case,
the interferometer 10 may be deemed to be equivalent to a 3 dB branch type optical multi-demultiplexer, with

25 respect to the first signal light S1 having a frequency of f1.

Alternatively, in Fig. 17A, the same effect can be obtained even by converting the frequency f1 of the first

signal light S1 to, for instance, (f1 4- f2)/2. In this case, if the second light source 2 is not used, the apparatus
for evaluating properties of an optical fiber according to the present invention can be changed to a
conventional OTDR for measuring the Rayleigh back-scattered light.

30 in all the embodiments of the present invention explained above, it has been assumed that the optical

frequency f1 of the first signal light S1 at the time of mark satisfies the relation expressed by equation (1).

However, even if the second signal light S2 is substituted for the first signal light S1 and the latter is

Brillouin-iight-amplified by the second signal light S2, i.e.,

f2-fl _ fB (9),

35 all the measurements of the present invention explained above can likewise be performed. In this case, the
second signal light S2 loses its light power through the Brillouin light amplification of the first signal light S1
and, therefore, the waveform of the second signal light S2 detected by the photo detector 5 shows a form
depressed from the DC component as shown in Fig. 18.

In the foregoing explanation, it has been assumed that the power of the first signal light S1 is not changed
40 even if there is a non-linear interaction, i.e., the Brillouin light amplification between the first and second signal

lights S1 and S2. However, when the gain of the Brillouin light amplification is large, the change in the power of

the first signal light S1 is not negligible and in turn the properties of the optical fiber such as optical loss cannot
be correctly evaluated from the measured signal waveform.
When.the condition of equation (1) is established, the second signal light S2 is amplified, while the power of

45 the first signal light S1 is reduced. By a simple analysis, the second term on the right side of equation (4) is

expressed by the following relation:

WA(z) - A-P1(0) -P2(L) • exp(-aL) -exp(-az) -exp(-Q(z)) (10)

The term exp (-Q(z)) represents the effect due to the reduction in the power of the first signal light S1 and this

leads to errors in the measurement of the loss in the optical fiber. On the other hand, if the requirement
50 represented by equation (9) is established, the power of the first signal light S1 increases on the contrary and

thus the second term in the right side of equation (4) is expressed by
WB(z) - A-P1(0) P2(L) -exp(-aL) -exp(-az) -exp(Q(z))

'

(11)
In this way, it is impossible to correctly evaluate the loss in the optical fiber from only one measurement of

WA(z) or WB(z).
55 However, as seen from equations (10) and (11), a highly precise measurement can be executed by

measuring two waveforms i.e., WA(z) and WB(z), since the term Q(z) can be eliminated by calculating

{WA(z)+WB(z)}/2 when W(z)<1 or WA(z)-WB(z) when Q(z)>1.
Thus, by comparing and analyzing the two results obtained by replacing the pump and probe lights for

Brillouin light amplification more precise evaluation of the characteristics can be performed.
60 In all the embodim nts of the pres nt invention explained above, it is assumed that the second light

source 2 emits CW light, but the second light source 2 may be a modulated light source lik the first light

source 1. in such a case, th Brillouin light amplification takes place only at a position (for instance, zO ) where
the first signal light S1 (e.g., a light pulse) emitted from the first light source 1 encounters with the second
signal light S2 (e.g., a light pulse) emitted from the second light source 2. Therefore, this method is quite

65 suitable for obtaining information such as change in optical loss in an optical fiber, temperature change, stress

12
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change and so on at a particular point (the foregoing point zO) in the optical fiber 3. The point zO may be

selected at any desired point by controlling the relative time interval between the emission of the first signal

light S1 and that of the second signal light S2.

As explained above, according to the present invention, the characteristics of an optical fiber to be
measured can be evaluated by making use of the Brillouin light amplification effect between the modulated 5
signal light propagating through the optical fiber, i.e., the first signal light and the second signal light which

propagates in the fiber in the direction opposite to the first signal light and by analyzing the change in the

waveform of the second signal light resulting from the Brillouin light amplification effect therebetween. In this

respect, the signal level of the change in the waveform is 100 times or more larger than that obtained in the

conventional OTDR, and the attenuation rate of the signal level obtained according to the present invention in 10

proportion to the length of the optical fiber (in other words, fiber loss) is 1/2 time that of the conventional

OTDR. Therefore, the following advantages can be attained according to the present invention:

1) Even in a case where a light source of low power such as a semiconductor laser is used, there can be
provided an apparatus for evaluating the properties of an optical fiber, which can provide a signal to noise

ratio substantially high compared with the conventional OTDR and which can achieve highly previse 15

measurements.

2) Since the frequency of the first signal light differs from that of the second signal light which is a
subject of this measurement, it is possible to prevent the strong Fresnel reflection light due to the first

signal light from being incident upon a photo detector by using an optical frequency filter.

3) To date, the measurement at a point Immediately after a connector junction at which a strong Fresnel 20
reflection pulse is generated is impossible and thus a region where such measurement is impossible (i.e.,

dead zone) is formed. However, such a dead zone can be eliminated in accordance with the present

invention and thus the measurement at a point immediately after the connector junction can be
performed.

4) The problem of linearity of a detection system does not arise. The correlation processing or the 25
measurement in a frequency region are easily performed and thus the signal to noise ratio can
substantially be improved.

5) Moreover, an amount of change in the waveform of the second signal light which is measured
according to the present invention depends on the optical frequency difference between the first signal

light and the second signal fight and becomes maximum when the difference coincides with the Brillouin 30
frequency shift which is determined by the kinds of materials of the optical fiber and the relative refractive

index difference between core and cladding of the optical fiber. Thus, the distribution of the relative

refractive index difference between core and cladding in the longitudinal direction of the optical fiber can
be measured by performing the measurement while changing the optica! frequency difference between
the first signal light and the second signal light. In this respect, the conventional OTDR technique cannot 35
separately determine the distribution of the relative refractive index difference between core and cladding

and that of the core diameter, but such measurement of distribution can be performed according to the

present invention.

6) Since an amount of change in the waveform of the second signal light measured according to the

present invention varies depending upon the optical loss in the optical fiber, its core diameter as well as 40
the stress applied to the fiber, its temeprature and so on, the amounts of such physical properties as
optical loss, core diameter, stress applied to the fiber and temperature in the longitudinal direction of the

optical fiber can be determined according to the invention.

As seen from the foregoing description, the present invention can effectively be applied not only to the

evaluation of the characteristics of the optical fiber when manufacturing optical fibers but also to distributed 45
remote measurements in which variations in the stress applied to the fiber and the temperature change thereof
are utilized.

The invention has been described in detail with respect to preferred embodiments, and it will now be
apparent from the foregoing to those skilled in the art that changes and modifications may be made without
departing from the invention in its broader aspects, and it is the invention, therefore, in the appended claims to 50
cover all such changes and modifications as fall within the true spirit of the invention.

Claims

55
1 . A method for evaluating properties of an optical fiber, characterized by comprising the steps of:

making incident a first signal light in the form of modulated light from a first light source upon an optical
fiber to be measured;
propagating a second signal light from a second light source in said optical fiber in the direction opposite
to that of the first signal light, while controlling at least one of the first and second light sources, so that 60
Brillouin light amplification is caused, by providing a specific frequency difference between said first

signal light and said second signal light; detecting said second signal light which is Brillouin-light-ampli-
fied

; and evaluating the properties of said optical fiber based on the d tected second signal light.

2. A method for evaluating properties of an optical fiber as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that, in

the detection of said second signal light which is Brillouin-iight-amplified, the evaluation of the properties 65

13
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of said optical fiber is performed by changing polarization state of at least one of said first signal light and

said second signal light during one or a plurality of measurements to detect said second signal light which

is Brillouin-light-amplified with respect to average relative polarization state of said first s.gnal l>ghtand

said second signal light and then to analyze change of a waveform m time or amplitude and phase

^^iT^SX'^es of an optica, fiber as ciaimed in Cairn 2 further charactered by

aSlng^^d^oIhe respective optical frequencies of said first signal light and said second signal

light so that the frequencies f1 and f2 satisfy the relation of f1 -f2 = fB (wherein fB .s Brillouin frequency

W
detecting said second signal light which is Brillouin-light-amplified to obtain a time dependent waveform

WA of the detected second signal light;

assigning f1' and f2' to optical frequencies of said first signal light and said second signal light so that the

frequenciesfT and f2' satisfy the relation of f2'-f1' =fB;
,^tnrm

detecting said second signal light which is Brillouin-light-amplified to obtain a time dependent waveform

WBof the detected second signal light; and

analyzing arithmetic or geometric mean of said waveforms WA and WB to evaluate the propert.es of said

OP
Tt method for evaluating properties of an optical fiber as claimed in any one of cto l to 3

characterized in that said first signal light from said first light source is amplitude-modulated or

frequS-modulated in the form of pulse and said second signal light from said second light source
,
has a

constant amplitude and frequency without being modulated and wherein loss distribution propert.es and

coreTbmSe diltribution properties of said optical fiber is evaluated as a slope d^tr button of

S^^U?3on of an amplitude change in time of the detected second s.gnal l.ght wh.ch is

BTT^TSequating properties of an optica, fiber as claimed In any one of claims 1 to 3,

the first light source and the second light source to a plurality of values fB1,fB2;

detecting for each fixed value, a time dependent waveform of sa.d second s.gnal l.ght wh.ch is

S0
na

n

ouf aHachlosition of said optical fiber to be measured, the optica, frequency difference

JS^fll^tjrSu-KV shift) at which the Brillouin light amplification effect becomes

e^^
in said optical fiber to be measured from the position-dependence of the maximum gam Brillouin

^TSod'"ofev°aSfproperties of an optica, fiber as claimed in any one of Calms 1 to 4

characterizedHn that loss distribution and core diameter distribution in said optical ber are evaluated by

expanding rspectS or oscillation linewldth of at least one of said first and second l.ght sources so as to >

be wide! thanfthat of Brillouin light amplification bandwidth of said optical fiber to be measured.

7. A system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber, characterized by comprising

.

afirst light source for emitting a first signal light in the form of modulated l.ght;

a second light source for emitting a second signal light which propagates .n said optical fiber to be

measured in the direction opposite to that of said first signal light; „i„„-i

ropti^Vfrequency controlling means for controlling a frequency difference between said first s.gnal

TcXS^iSS^S^^ making said first signal light Incident upon said optica, fiber

£

be meaSrTd and for extracting a Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light wh.ch ,s amplified through a

Brillouin light amplification induced by said first signal light and said second s.gnal l.ght

rPhoto detecting means for converting the Brillouin-light-amplified second s.gnal l.ght from sa.d optical

multi-demultiplexing means, into an electric signal
;
and

ornr,iit, ,ho and
a signal processing means for processing and analyzing time dependent waveform or amplitude and

phase of said electric signal from said photo detecting means.
„hornrt«ri7eri in that said

8 A system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber as claimed in claim 7, characterized in that saia

optical frequeni controlling* means has two Independent, a first and a second optical frequency

controlling portions, said first optical frequency controlling portion be.ng a vanab e stabinzed
I

vortage

£S^J££l. stabilized current source for detecting a beat signal*^^S^^SSSi
between said first and second light sources among signals detected by said

I
pho ^ecting n^n^nd

for changing the voltage or current to be supplied to said first l.ght source so^^^^^ becomes
between a predet rmiLd ref r noe beat frequency and a beat fr quency ^^^f^.^Srt
zero, and said second optical frequency controlling portion bCng a con^^^S^B^SSi
current source for stabilizing the frequency of said second l.ght source Independently of the state of sa.d

65 ^^.Asyltemfor evaluating properties of an optical fiber, characterized by comprising:
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a first light source for emitting a first signal light in the form of modulated light;

a second light source for emitting a second signal light which propagates in said optical fiber to be

measured in the direction opposite to that of said first signal light;

an optical frequency controlling means for controlling a frequency difference between said first signal

light and said second signal light: 5

an optical multi-demultiplexing means for making said first signal light incident upon said optical fiber to

be measured and for extracting a Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light which is amplified through a

Brillouin light amplification induced by said first signal light and said second signal light;

an optical frequency filter receiving said Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light from said optical

multi-demultiplexing means and for filtrating said Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light in such a way 10

that light having the frequency of said Brillouin-light-amplified second signal light Is passed but that light

having the frequency of said first signal light is interrupted;

a photo detecting means for converting an output light from said optical frequency filter into an electric

signal; and
a signal processing means for processing and analyzing time dependent waveform or amplitude and 15

phase of said electric signal from said photo detecting means.

10. A system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber, as claimed In claim 7 or claim 9, comprising:

means for changing a polarization state of at least one of said first signal light and said second signal light.

11. A system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber as claimed in any of claims 7, 9 and 10,

characterized In that said optical frequency controlling means is a two-output stabilized voltage source 20

which provides a constant voltage E1 and a variable voltage E2 = E1 + AE or a two-output stabilized

current source which provides a constant current 11 and a variable current 12 =* 11 + Al and said

frequency difference between said first and second light sources is controlled by supplying E1 or 11 to

one of said first and second light sources and E2 and 12 to the other of said first and second light sources.

12. A system for evaluating properties of an optical fiber as claimed in any of claims 7, 9 and 10, 25

characterized in that said optical frequency controlling means has two independent, a first and a second,

optical frequency controlling portions, said first optical frequency controlling portion being a variable

stabilized voltage source or a variable stabilized current source for changing the voltage or current to be

supplied to said first light source so as to maximize or minimize the signal level detected by said photo

detecting means and said second optical frequency controlling portion being a constant voltage source 30

or a constant current source for stabilizing the frequency of said second light source independently of the

state of said first light source.

13. A method of detecting an optical property of an optical fiber, comprising passing first and second

beams of light, of different frequencies, down the fiber in opposite directions, such that Brillouin light

amplication occurs, detecting Brillouin-amplified light, and detecting an optical property of the fiber from 35

the Brillouin-amplified light.

14. Apparatus for detecting an optical property of an optical fiber, which passes first and second beams
of light, of different frequencies, down the fiber in opposite directions, such that Brillouin light

amplification occurs, and detects Brillouin-amplified light thereby to detect an optical property of the

fiber. 40

45

50

55

60
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